ABSTRACT The state of charge (SOC) is one of the crucial states for battery management. The Kalman filter (KF) family algorithms are promising for SOC estimation. Based on the KF theory, a sufficiently accurate system model is the precondition for a better performance of the algorithm. Thus, we manage to improve the algorithm by estimating the battery model error. In this paper, the sources that may cause model errors are analyzed. Then, in order to estimate the unknown error term, the bias term characterizing the model error is adjoined to the original state vector to form a new state vector, and the KF is utilized to estimate the new state vector. It is a joint estimation algorithm for both SOC and the model error. Subsequently, by decoupling this joint estimation algorithm, a battery model error observer has been built. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Lithium-ion battery (LIB), which was introduced by SONY in 1990s, has wide application in electric vehicles (EVs). Proper use and maintenance could lengthen the working life of LIB, thus reducing the cost if the whole lifespan of EV is considered. The state of charge (SOC), indicating the percentage of currently available capacity, is a crucial parameter for battery management. Especially, the SOC is important to avoid thermal runaway caused by over-charge or over-discharge and to reduce the variation among cells of a battery pack to prolong the life of the pack [1] - [5] .
Among various kinds of SOC estimation methods, amperehour integral (AHI) method has been widely accepted in practical application for its clear physical meaning and low computational cost. Nevertheless, the following disadvantages make this method less accurate: (1) Initial SOC error resulted from self-discharging of LIB. (2) Accumulative error caused by the current sensor noise. (3) Reference capacity degradation due to battery aging [6] , [7] . Different methods could be used together to improve SOC estimation accuracy.
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Considering that SOC and open circuit voltage (OCV) are in one-to-one correspondence, the calibration method based on SOC-OCV relationship can be used with AHI method together. However, some drawbacks still exist: collecting accurate OCV data require LIB to rest for a long period of time (at least two hours) at each SOC point; OCV data may drift slightly from the original ones while battery aging; voltage sensor noise and the plateau of the SOC-OCV curve (especially for LiFePO4 LIBs) reduce the precision of SOC calibration. Based on the discussion above, it is difficult to improve this traditional method [8] . Consequently, the SOC estimation methods based on Kalman filter (KF) family algorithms have been developed in recent years. Since KF is a minimum mean-square error estimator designed for linear system, extended Kalman filter (EKF) [9] - [11] is usually employed for SOC estimation due to the nonlinear characteristic of LIB. The EKF-based method not only incorporates AHI method, but also builds on a battery equivalent model. It is able to correct the initial SOC error with the feedback information, and alleviate the problems brought by sensor noises. In addition, the algorithm only requires current step measurement data, leading to low computational complexity and light burden for chips. For these reasons, it could be considered as a candidate for online application. Besides KF and EKF, a series of other KF family algorithms are introduced to estimate SOC, including adaptive extended Kalman filter (AEKF) [12] , unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [13] , adaptive unscented Kalman filter (AUKF) [14] , and sigma point Kalman filter (SPKF) [15] , [16] .
KF family algorithms usually employ the less complicated equivalent circuit model (ECM) in which there are only a few parameters [17] . Reference [18] presented an online identification method for ECM parameters. After obtaining the model parameters and OCV, SOC could be immediately identified through the SOC-OCV look up table, which was prepared in laboratory. Reference [19] modified the identification method, since it was observed that there are some peaks on the online identified OCV curve when approaching the end of discharging, and the estimation result was less reliable if the sampling interval is big. To further reflect the dynamic characteristic of LIB under transient conditions, [20] considered the load current rates as an influential factor for polarization phenomenon, and selected a higher order resistance-capacitance (RC) network model instead of the first-order one, the extended Kalman particle filter was applied to estimate SOC.
KF algorithm is based on an underlying assumption that a sufficiently accurate model is given by a linear dynamical system [21] . In real applications, however, this assumption may not be satisfied. Here are some battery model errors: (1) Although the nonlinear characteristic of LIB could be tackled either by EKF (essentially the first-order approximation of nonlinearity using Taylor series [22] ) or by UKF (a second-order precision of approximation can be obtained through its unscented transform [13] ), linearization error exists unavoidably. (2) The model parameters neither measured off-line nor identified on-line are free of errors. (3) Ambient temperature and electromagnetic interference may cause sensors to drift sometimes [23] . Given the issues mentioned above, [24] reviewed the error sources of the SOC estimation methods in a comprehensive manner. Through analyzing several error sources of battery model by theoretical derivation and simulation, [25] quantitatively compared and determined the critical factors impacting the accuracy of model-based observer. In [26] , an H ∞ EKF was employed to estimate SOC and model parameters simultaneously for bounding the influence of model uncertainties. Reference [27] considered temperature offset and sensor drift as error sources, three estimation approaches (Luenberger observer, EKF, SPKF) were compared against the model mismatch. Reference [28] paid attention to the measured voltage drift introduced by temperature variations, the forecompensation and postcompensation techniques were utilized concurrently to cope with this type of error source. Reference [29] proposed a method to estimate and compensate for the errors of resistance parameters. After establishing the state-space representation concerning parameter errors, another output equation was added to resolve the unobservable problem of the state-space model. A proportional integral-based observer was employed to correct the parameters of battery model. Reference [30] considered the model uncertainty from another perspective. A hypothesis testing method based on chi-square distribution was used to examine whether the model error occurred. Depending on the result, either AUKF or strong tracking UKF (STUKF) was chosen as a currently suitable SOC estimation algorithm. Reference [31] sorted the model errors into four types according to voltage difference between measurement and model prediction. The results were used for adaptively adjusting the gain of Luenberger observer, which could serve as an estimator for battery SOC. Since the variations in OCV could negatively affect the accuracy of SOC estimation, [32] tested the SOC-OCV relationship under different temperature and battery aging condition, and took the latter as the main factor to establish a three-dimensional database concerning SOC, OCV and capacity, to guarantee the robustness of its SOC estimation method during the whole lifespan of battery. The literatures handle the model error in SOC estimation from the following three points of view: (1) Take more factors affecting the model into consideration to simulate the transient terminal voltage; (2) Employ different methods to estimate the model error through the voltage difference between model prediction and measurement; (3) Choose algorithms with higher complexity from KF family to tackle the nonlinearity of LIB.
There are few papers that have studied on the estimation issue of battery model error while calculating SOC with KF. However, there are still some literatures on model error estimation in KF theoretical research, which could help to estimate battery model error. Reference [33] suggested to adjoin the bias vector to the original state vector to form a new state vector, then the KF was employed to estimate the states, which means the state and bias are obtained concurrently. Moreover, by decoupling this combined estimation algorithm, a KF-based estimator for model error was established, which could be regarded as a model error observer (MEO). Reference [34] proposed a modified KF-based MEO, which could track randomly time-varying bias if the bias statistic information was already known. Reference [35] analyzed the stability of the MEO utilizing the theory of Lyapunov function, stochastic observability and controllability. Therefore, while using KF to estimate SOC, it is possible to use KF again to estimate model error to improve the robustness of KF-based SOC estimation algorithm.
In this study, to further improve the accuracy of SOC estimation algorithm based on KF, we take the battery model error into account. Three contributions are made: (1) The error sources of LiFePO4 type LIBs, which are divided into SOC-OCV curve error and system noise error and measurement noise error, are analyzed. Additionally, based on the KF theory, we demonstrate the importance of building a MEO when model error occurs with some derivations and discussions. (2) The error term which is considered as a parameter is adjoined to the battery states, then by decoupling this combined KF algorithm into two parallel parts, the KF-based SOC and model error estimators have been established. ( 3) The nonlinearity of SOC-OCV relationship is linearized with a piecewise linearization method. Then, compared with the standard KF, the proposed algorithm is evaluated against two types of errors over different dynamic loading profiles. The convergence rate of MEO is quantitatively analyzed thereafter.
The remainder of this article is arranged as the following four sections: in Section 2, the error sources of battery model are analyzed; Section 3 describes the combined estimation method for states and error terms based on KF in detail, then the algorithm is decoupled and applied in SOC estimation; in Section 4, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified and some issues involving in this algorithm and results are analyzed. Finally, the conclusions are reached in Section 5.
II. BATTERY MODEL ERROR A. BATTERY MODEL
In comparison with battery electrochemical model which contains numerous parameters, ECM as a lumped parameter model is widely applied in real application since its computational cost is small and parameter identification is easy to be implemented. A set of electrical circuit components are utilized to characterize the transient behavior of a battery system. Fig. 1 depicts three typical ECMs [36] : The Thevenin model with 1RC network; the second-order ECM or DP model with 2RC networks; a first-order ECM with a bulk capacitor, which is referred as PNGV model. Compared with several RC networks models, the ECM with the first-order RC network has no significant difference in characterizing transient response of battery. Besides, the first-order ECM has low computational complexity and is able to avoid the local optimal solution in the parameters fitting, which is frequently occurred in higher order RC networks [37] . Therefore, we employ the first-order ECM (Thevenin model), the equations are expressed as:
where, U t and U ocv represent the battery terminal voltage and the OCV respectively; U P is used to characterize the dynamic response of the system, which denotes the polarization voltage of battery; R P is the polarization resistance; C P is the polarization capacitance; R 0 is the ohmic resistance; I B denotes the load current and is positive for discharging and negative for charging.
B. MODEL ERROR ANALYSIS 1) ERROR CAUSED BY SOC-OCV CURVE
From the theoretical perspective, OCV denotes a balanced state of electrochemical forces between positive and negative electrodes, and has a relatively stable relationship with SOC. For a certain type of LIB, its SOC-OCV curve almost remains the same, only drifts slightly while battery state of health (SOH) or temperature changing. As a fundamental relationship, the precision of the SOC-OCV curve matters. Fig. 2 shows a group of SOC-OCV curves of 18650 LIB after different number of cycles at 24 • C, the data come from NASA Prognostic Center of Excellence (PCoE) database [38] . The zoom figure reveals that there is about 0.02 V difference between OCV data after 4 cycles and the data after 78 cycles in the region of 80% SOC. The SOC estimation results could be less reliable if we employ the KF-based SOC estimation method without updating the OCV data while battery aging. In addition to SOH and temperature, extra four aspects could make the SOC-OCV relationship less accurate, which are summarized as follows: (1) Nonlinearity. The nonlinear characteristic of the SOC-OCV relationship exists in all kinds of LIBs. If the nonlinearity is strong enough, it could weaken the robustness of KF-based SOC estimating algorithm. (2) Off-line OCV data preparation. The common way to acquire OCV data is to measure the terminal voltage of battery after resting enough time, whereas the hysteresis effect and the sparseness of test points in the nonlinear range of SOC-OCV curve exert negative influence on the accuracy of OCV data. (3) On-line OCV data identification. The stability of the identification algorithm may be a problem in real vehicle application. (4) Fitting error. As shown in Fig. 3 , by fitting the OCV data with the most frequently used SOC-OCV model [10] , which is expressed in (2), the fitting errors at each SOC point are depicted.
2) ERROR CAUSED BY SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENT NOISES KF family algorithms are capable of alleviating the problem caused by system and measurement noises, on the basis that the statistic information of noises is known. However, it is W. Wang, J. Mu: SOC Estimation for LIB in EV Based on KF Considering Model Error difficult to get such information in SOC estimation. The inaccurate statistic information of noises will negatively affect the SOC prediction. Moreover, some interference such as temperature causes sensors to drift, and the accumulative error increases as well. Based on the analysis aforementioned, we believe that under the influence of the nonlinearity, SOH, temperature and sensor drift, battery model error fluctuates randomly at the microscopic scale and accumulates slowly at the macroscopic scale.
C. THE INFLUENCE OF MODEL ERROR ON KF
Considering that the KF is designed to be a best linear unbiased estimator [39] , namely, if an accurate system model is available, the following relationship holds:
where,x and x represent the posteriori estimated state value and real state value respectively. When system model error occurs, the output of model will deviate from that of the real system, and the error term is surely included in this deviation, or the residual of the KF algorithm.
is defined to represent the part in the residual induced by the model error in step k. The corresponding equations are:
where, the A k−1 and C k are system matrices, y k is system output, w k−1 and v k are zero-mean white noise. The expected value of the state estimate error when considering the model error is:
where, K k is the Kalman gain andx k is the priori state estimate at step k. Then there is (6) , as shown at the top of the next page.
From the theory of the KF, the following expressions hold:
Hence, using (7), (6) is written as:
For a certain step k, it is a small probability event that (8) equals to zero, typically:
The derivation and discussion above show that the unbiased property of KF-based estimation method cannot be guaranteed if model error presents. As a result, a MEO is necessary for KF-based algorithm to accurately predict SOC.
III. JOINT ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR SOC AND MODEL ERROR A. JOINT ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR STATE AND BIAS
In essence, the KF-based SOC estimation method, which is incorporated with AHI and SOC-OCV calibration methods and based on the ECM, is a set of mathematical steps using feedback to correct SOC. When establishing the state-space model of a battery, apart from modeling the system simply in the state equation, which is common in other engineering areas, the core battery model is also established in the output equation. Hence we should not only consider the error brought in from the state equation, but also take account of the error caused by the output equation itself.
Reference [33] proposed a joint estimation method for states and biases based on KF, in which the unknown bias terms existing in the state and output equations were assumed to be constant. The discrete-time version of state-space model is expressed as follows:
where,
T is unknown state vector at step k; I represents the identity matrix;
T is the bias vector, and b k = b k−1 indicates that the bias is assumed to be constant; matrices B k and D k , which should be determined in practice, decide how the bias vector enters into the state and output equations respectively; u k is the input vector; F k and L k are the coefficient matrices of the system input; w k and v k are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, represent noise in the state and output equation respectively. The noise covariance matrices are Q k and R k , respectively, which are expressed as:
If the bias terms are taken as unknown parameters, then the algorithm introduced can be considered as a dual estimation method of state and parameter. The dimension of state vector increases after the bias terms are adjoined, leading to lower computational accuracy and higher computational complexity. Further from a practical point of view, limited word length of chips, for example, could weaken the stability of KF due to accumulative error, because it may cause the covariance matrix P to be non-positive definite or nonsymmetric. Meanwhile, the main diagonal of P may converge to minimal values whereas the true estimated errors increase abnormally. As a result, the filter diverges. Therefore, the combined estimation algorithm needs to be decoupled. The flow chart illustrating the decoupled KF algorithms for state and bias is shown in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 4 , the left side of the estimator computes states without considering model error, and the estimator on the right side computes model errors, then the estimated error terms are used to compensate the results estimated from the left. The estimator on the left side is completely decoupled from the one on the right side.
The equivalent state-space model of MEO is given by:
The equations above indicate that after establishing an equivalent output equation including the pseudo-output matrix S k and pseudo-measurement y k − C kxk − L k u k , the MEO is essentially an estimator that could correct the error terms to its real values by using the pseudo-measurement containing the white noise ξ k .
B. SOC ESTIMATION METHOD WITH MEO
For SOC estimation, with the discrete form of (1), (10) can be expressed further as:
W. Wang, J. Mu: SOC Estimation for LIB in EV Based on KF Considering Model Error where t denotes the sampling time, η and C N represent the coulombic efficiency and the battery nominal capacity respectively. In this work, by using a linear function with two coefficients, the SOC-OCV relationship is linearized as U ocv = λSOC + ζ [40] , in which the λ and ζ represent the slope and intercept. Divide the SOC-OCV curve in the discharging process into even linear pieces of 10% SOC each. The SOC-OCV curve in the charging process is linearized in the same way. After linearizing the SOC-OCV curve, KF can be directly applied for estimating SOC. Comparing with the EKF or UKF methods, this piecewise linearized method has no difference in essence. Meanwhile, the Jacobian of EKF or unscented transform of UKF, which is computationally costly, is avoided.
In the SOC iteration formula, the initial SOC error and accumulative error caused by sensor noise can be dealt with KF itself, and the degradation of battery capacity is not considered in this study. It assumes that the error in state equation, which is mainly caused by U P , would pass to the output equation in a linear form. Consequently, we only need to estimate the error in the output equation, which means that there is only one bias term in the output equation in the battery state-space model.
On the basis of the discretized state-space model aforementioned, the KF method can be used to track model error and compensate SOC estimation concurrently. The MEO is competent to estimate the mean value of error term owing to the slowly time-varying property of model error. Table 1 summarizes the decoupled version of the joint estimation algorithm for KF-based SOC and model error in which three parts are included:
(1) Two parallel KF estimators are obtained after decoupling. The first estimator, or the bias-free estimator, computes as if there was no model error. In other words, it is equivalent to a standard KF-based SOC estimation algorithm. Furthermore, it is totally independent of the other estimator.
(2) The implementation of the other KF estimator, or the MEO, needs the information from the first one.
(3) The model error predicted at each step will compensate SOC estimation result. When the MEO converges to its true value, the accuracy of SOC estimation will increase.
This work focuses on building a MEO to track the model error term resulting from various factors during the whole lifetime of LIB, and the KF-based SOC estimation algorithm is modified accordingly. The MEO proposed can only estimate the mean value of slowly time-varying model error instead of accurately tracking the randomly time-varying one as the information of model error variation is unknown. It is a demanding task to use KF method to track the model error with random variation since the error cannot be modeled in this case. In comparison, for the SOC estimation, after modeling the SOC iteration formula based on AHI method, the KF only needs to correct the initial SOC error through feedback and reduce the accumulative error caused by sensor noises, in which these two error sources can be regarded as constant and slowly time-varying term respectively. However, tracking the randomly time-varying model error accurately remains a problem, and the MEO proposed can only estimate the battery model error to a certain extent.
IV. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
The verification of the joint estimation algorithm for battery SOC and model error proposed in Section III is conducted based on the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 5 . The specifications of battery and parameters used for modeling battery system are from [41] , which are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Two factors leading to model errors are taken into consideration, SOC-OCV data drift due to battery degradation and voltage sensor drift. Three drive cycles are chosen and two types of model errors are injected in order to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm comparing with the standard KF algorithm. Considering that the test scenarios for battery modeling and parameter identification such as Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization Test (HPPC) and Dynamic Stress Test (DST) are much simpler than the load conditions in real practice, some standard drive cycles containing more output uncertainties are employed to verify the robustness of the algorithm introduced. The standard drive cycles are Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS), US06 Supplemental Federal Test Procedure (US06) and New York City Cycle (NYCC). The examined results are evaluated by rootmean-square error (RMSE), which is defined as the following function:
where, N represents the iteration steps, SOC k and SÔC k are reference and estimated SOC at step k, respectively. In addition, we refer this improved SOC estimation algorithm as bias corrected KF (BCKF) for convenience.
A. MODEL ERROR CAUSED BY SOC-OCV DATA DRIFT
CONDITION 1: Firstly, the SOC-OCV drifting caused by battery aging is considered. The initial SOC error is set as 10% and the load condition of 30 NYCC cycles is employed as the system input. The SOC-OCV curve is shifted by 0.025 V to validate the BCKF method. Fig. 6(a) depicts the SOC estimation results of KF and BCKF, which show that the BCKF is capable of converging to the reference SOC within 200 s, and the predicted SOC of BCKF slightly fluctuates around the true SOC after its convergence thanks to the MEO compensation, while the SOC estimation error of standard KF accumulates during 2000 -17300 s because VOLUME 7, 2019 W. Wang, J. Mu: SOC Estimation for LIB in EV Based on KF Considering Model Error of the model mismatch. Meanwhile, Fig. 6(b) shows that the MEO of BCKF algorithm quickly converges to the true value of the model error. Table 4 lists the statistics of RMSE of KF and BCKF under different conditions, in this case the RMSE of KF and BCKF are 22.04% and 0.61% respectively. It is worth noting that in practice, the noise covariance matrix Q and R of EKF or other nonlinear KF-based filters are usually determined with considering the convergence speed and steady state estimation error [42] , rather than the real noise covariance of the state and output equations, which are normally varying terms and hard to be directly measured [24] . Considering the battery model is essentially nonlinear, Q and R in this paper are reasonably adjustable. Different settings of Q and R could yield different performance of the both algorithms. The smaller main diagonal elements of Q mean the higher reliability of the state equation is considered, thus, the higher proportion of the predicted SOC is computed from state equation instead of the closed-loop updating using measured voltage. While for R, the smaller R indicates the increased confidence in the output equation and voltage measurement, thus, the faster filter dynamics can be obtained. Tuning Q and R has impact on the filtering results because it influences the Kalman filter gain, hence influencing the magnitude of the measurement information taken in the KF algorithm. A large value of Q or small value of Rresults in a fast convergence rate, yet the SOC estimation error may fluctuate dramatically as well. On the contrary, small Q or large R yields slow convergence rate but smoother estimated result [26] . Moreover, small Q or large R could likewise attenuate the SOC estimation error caused by the battery model error, since such setting means that the innovations including voltage model errors are of little confidence. Therefore, a compromise of Q and R should be reached to satisfy the overall performance of the algorithms. The trialand-error method is employed. The matrices Q and R utilized for KF and BCKF in part A, B of this section are as follows:
It can be seen in Fig. 6(a) that, rather than diverging in the beginning, the standard KF fails to predict SOC accurately after 2000 s under the influence of model error. The reason is that SOC has entered into the plateau of the SOC-OCV curve, and the estimation precision of the KF-based algorithm is affected by the plateau. Namely, the plateau of the SOC-OCV curve serves as an ''amplifier'' of the model error, which could lead to further deviation or even divergence from the true SOC, even though the model error may be small. For LiFePO4 LIB, its wide OCV plateau ranging from 40% to 80% SOC makes the SOC estimation much more difficult. When the reference SOC is not in the plateau, the OCV varies quickly versus SOC, hence the model error which is only a small proportion of OCV variation will not affect the KF prediction apparently. If the reference SOC of battery is in the plateau, the variation of OCV versus SOC is small, then the model error which is a slight change of OCV data will cause SOC to change dramatically. Therefore, for the standard KF algorithm, the model error will severely influence its SOC estimation accuracy in the range of SOC-OCV plateau.
Furthermore, the zoom figures in Fig. 6 show that the mean-value of the steady state error between the estimated SOC and the reference SOC is nonzero during 200 -2000 s and 17300 -18000 s. The predicted SOC of KF at first (200 -2000 s) is almost parallel with the reference SOC, and the mean-value of the SOC estimation error is 1.52%. The slope λ we employed in 90%-100% SOC region is 1.51, which means 1% SOC variation can lead to 0.0151V OCV variation. A relatively large slope of SOC-OCV curve leads to large magnitude of Kalman gain, causing high convergence rate. Thanks to the closed-loop mechanism of KF algorithm, the SOC estimation result of standard KF in this region could rapidly converge to the reference SOC to a certain extent. While the KF estimation result continues to be influenced by 0.025V model error without MEO compensation, the model error will theoretically cause 1.65% steady state estimation error in return during 90%-100% SOC region, which approximates to the mean-value of SOC estimation error (1.52%) during 200 -2000 s (see the left zoom figure in Fig. 6(b) ). The above analysis can be also applied to the SOC estimation error at the end (after 17300 s). To sum up, the steady state SOC estimation error of KF algorithm cannot diminish to the mean-value of 0 when model error occurs, although the nonlinearity of SOC-OCV in its large slope part may help KF to converge rapidly. The analysis corresponds to the theory in Section II, part C, indicating the importance of establishing MEO.
CONDITION 2: In this condition, 10% initial SOC error is set, and the battery discharges over 8 cycles of UDDS. The SOC-OCV data are quite accurate at the beginning, then 0.015 V is added to every OCV datum after 1000 s. Fig. 7(a) depicts that, there are still some SOC fluctuations in the range of SOC-OCV plateau when using BCKF, for example, 3600 -5200 s, 6200 -8400 s, which is induced by W. Wang, J. Mu: SOC Estimation for LIB in EV Based on KF Considering Model Error Fig. 7 , owing to SOC-OCV drift, which are similar to Condition 1. The RMSE of KF and BCKF are 10.42% and 2.05% respectively, and the estimation accuracy of BCKF increases by 80.33% comparing to KF. From Fig. 7(b) it can be seen that the MEO can respond fast and track this suddenly changed model error to a certain extent. Considering the battery model error is slowly time-varying instead of stepping, we may say that the MEO proposed will work well in real application.
B. MODEL ERROR CAUSED BY VOLTAGE SENSOR DRIFTING
CONDITION 3: Sensor drift could happen under some circumstances such as ambient temperature variation or electromagnetic interference. Since the feedback correction of the SOC estimation employing KF is based on the voltage measurement, the sensor drift could lead to a less reliable result. Therefore, sensor error should be taken into account and the robustness of BCKF against voltage sensor drift is validated as follows. Besides 5% initial SOC error, 0.012 V voltage sensor drift is set as an error source over 14 US06 drive cycles. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The calculated SOC based on standard KF rapidly converges within 40 iterative steps, which means the large value of λ in high SOC region facilitates the convergence speed, thus concealing the fact that SOC computed by KF has errors caused by sensor drift. The standard KF begins to diverge from 1000 s under the influence of voltage sensor drift and the amplifying effect of the plateau of the SOC-OCV curve. After converging at the end, the steady state error of SOC predicted by KF during 7500 -8400 s is obvious in the zoom window in Fig. 8 . The SOC output by BCKF is quite accurate since the MEO performs well in this condition. The RMSE of BCKF and KF are 0.27% and 6.78%, respectively. The estimation precision increases by 96.02%.
CONDITION 4:
In this case, voltage sensor drift is set as 0.025 V at 0 -1000 s, and then change to 0.018 V after 1000 s. Fig. 9(a) shows that BCKF can rapidly converge to the true value with 10% initial SOC error and over 8 UDDS drive cycles. Model error exerts strong influence on standard KF as its estimated SOC deviates from the reference value until 10000 s. After that, the predicted SOC gradually converges to the true SOC and the mean value of the estimation error during 10000 -10960 s is 0.27%. It is noted that the slope of SOC-OCV curve below 10% SOC is 6.78, which means 0.018V sensor drift will theoretically induce 0.265% steady state SOC error. The phenomenon still matches the analysis in Condition 1. It is indicated from Fig. 9(b) that the MEO can track the initial error within 400 s, then respond to the suddenly changed error term at 1000 s and gradually approach the reference value of sensor error.
The RMSE of SOC estimated by KF and BCKF are 14.18%, 1.51%, which means an 89.35% improvement of estimation accuracy.
C. ANALYSIS OF THE CONVERGENCE RATE OF MEO
When the MEO gradually approaches to the true value of the model error, its convergence rate will decrease accordingly, namely, the MEO need enough time to converge. The convergence of MEO is one of the prerequisites for accurately predicting SOC, so the factors influencing MEO convergence rate have to be analyzed. b 0 and P b,0 , the parameters for initializing MEO, are taken into consideration. b 0 has to be set as zero since the battery model error is an unknown term, and P b,0 indicates the difference predetermined between b 0 and the real error at the first step, thus, both the convergence rate and estimation precision of SOC will be impacted by P b,0 . Several values of P b,0 are chosen for validating its impact on SOC prediction over UDDS profile, and 0.1 V voltage sensor drift is set as the battery model error. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . Considering the model error set in this case is relatively large, the stable estimation results rather than convergence rates are taken as the priority to avoid the dramatic fluctuation of SOC. By employing the technique that tuning Q and R, the BCKF would weigh less on the measurement information, thus preventing the model error from apparently influencing SOC estimation when the MEO does not converge yet. The Q and R used in this condition are diag(2.5 × 10 −10 , 2.5 × 10 −10 ) and 2.5 × 10 −2 , respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 10 (b) that a smaller P b,0 (such as 10 −5 , 10 −6 ) leads to a slow convergence rate of the MEO, the time needed for the MEO to converge would be infinitely extended as the gain of the algorithm gradually approaches to a minimal value. The BCKF algorithms utilizing the rest three values of P b,0 work well in tracking error term, among which a larger P b,0 (10 −3 or 10 −2 , for example) causes a peak in the initial phase of the algorithm operation. This indicates that the difference between the true model error and the assumed one is overestimated, but a larger P b,0 also yields desired results even though its corresponding convergence rate is a little slower than the rate of 10 −4 case since the Kalman gain of the algorithm with a larger P b,0 is more unlikely to approach zero in a short period of time. From Fig. 10(a) , it can also be seen that, a slow convergence rate or non-convergence of MEO makes the SOC estimation not convergent. Given that the battery model error is a slowly varying term within a relatively stable range of magnitude, the setting that P b,0 is not less than 10 −4 is recommended to satisfy the convergence rate and accuracy of SOC estimation.
V. CONCLUSION
Since the KF method relies on the accuracy of the system model, the battery model error should be considered to improve the precision of KF-based SOC estimation. The model error term is taken as a parameter to be estimated together with the SOC. After decoupling this combined estimation algorithm, two parallel KF estimators have been obtained, one is the standard KF-based SOC estimator without considering model error, the other is an observer built for tracking the error term. A better SOC estimation is achieved VOLUME 7, 2019 after compensating the original estimation of the standard KF-based SOC algorithm with the outcome of the MEO. After evaluating the standard KF and the BCKF over three drive cycles with two kinds of model errors injected at different times, it is concluded that in comparison with the standard KF, the BCKF achieves more reliable SOC predictions and better estimating accuracy with model error caused by OCV data or voltage sensor drift.
